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Agenda

- Draft-LISP-08 change review
- Draft-LISP-09 change review
- Expected future work
- Questions and Comments
Draft-08 Status

- Draft -08 posted August, 2010
- Contained many changes based on detailed reviews by WG members
- Some highlights:
  - Subjective statements removed throughout the document
  - Removed Section 14 "Prototype Plans and Status"
  - Clarified SMR handling
Draft-08 Status (cont.)

• Change highlights (continued)
  – Changed the Introduction to remove obsolete information
  – Changes to section 5 to include results of network deployment experience with MTU

• Proposed text for changes posted to WG list
  – Comments from Damien on WG List
    • ITR-RLOC Count
Draft-09 Status

- Draft -09 posted October, 2010
- Contained only a few changes:
  - Add to IANA Consideration section about the use of LCAF Type values.
  - Indicate that implementations should be able to receive LISP control messages when either UDP port is 4342
  - Clarified SMR handling
Outstanding Work

• Still more Issue Tracker updates pending

• Future work over the next few weeks:
  - ‘ack’ to registration packet
  - Work on ETR ‘over claiming’ issue
  - Directorate review responses?
    - (Chairs, have a status?)
Q and A

• Questions and Comments?